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We develop the perturbation and approximation theory for dominated C0-semi-
groups on L p (1p<) with singular complex potentials generalizing results which
are known for positive semigroups with real potentials. As an application we prove non-
monotone approximation theorems for Schro dinger operators with singular magnetic
fields and singular complex potentials.  1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we develop the perturbation and approximation theory of
dominated semigroups with singular complex potentials.
Let (M, M, +) be a measure space, 1p<, and let (S(t) ; t0) be a
C0-semigroup on L p(M, +), with generator A. Let q : M [ C be measurable.
The main goal of the present paper is to associate a natural C0-semigroup
(Sq(t) ; t0) with the formal expression ‘‘A&q’’, for a wide class of functions
q, under the assumption that there exists a positive C0-semigroup (U(t) ; t0)
which dominates the semigroup S( } ). The approach we use for this purpose
is a traditional one. Namely, we start with bounded qn and obtain the
limiting semigroup by approximation showing that the constructed semi-
group does not depend on the approximating sequence, in a certain sense.
This program was realized by Voigt in [V1], [V2] for positive semigroups
and real potentials q with the main application to Schro dinger semigroups.
Our aim in this paper is to extend the theory of Voigt in two directions.
First, we relax the assumption on the initial semigroup demanding only
that it should be dominated by a positive C0-semigroup (U(t) ; t0). This
opens a new range of applications of the theory. In particular, it applies to
the Schro dinger operator with magnetic field since the semigroup generated
by this operator is dominated by the semigroup generated by the Laplacian.
Second, instead of real-valued potentials as perturbations we consider singular
complex valued potentials.
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The study of Schro dinger operators with complex potentials was started
by Nelson [N], and then the results were extended by Kato [K3], Brezis
and Kato [BK], Devinatz [De] and Bivar-Weinholtz and Lapidus [BWL].
Recently perturbations of regular Dirichlet forms by complex L1loc-potentials
were studied in [LSt] using the FeynmanKac formula. Here we treat the
corresponding problem in a more abstract context.
In Section 1 we develop the general perturbation theory for semigroups
dominated by positive semigroups. Following Voigt we define U( } )-admissibility
for a real semibounded potential V by the requirement that approximation
of V by cut-off yields convergence for the corresponding absorption semi-
groups. Based on a quite elementary observation (Proposition 1.1) we show
that all the results of the preceding theory ([V1, Sec. 2], [V2]) can be
carried over for this more general case. We prove approximation theorems
for the constructed semigroups and also show that the convergence is
uniform with respect to the whole family of semigroups dominated by a
fixed positive semigroup. This is important for the further development
with complex potential. In order to include the imaginary part one has to
impose additional restrictions. It turns out that the proper restriction on
the imaginary part of the potential is the requirement of U( } )-regularity of
its absolute value. The notion of U( } )-regularity was introduced in [V1] in
a different context. We construct a perturbed C0-semigroup with U( } )-
regular imaginary part and prove the general dominated convergence theorem
with complex potentials (Theorem 1.22) which in particular shows that the
limiting semigroup is independent of the choice of the approximating sequence
of potentials.
In order to understand why U( } )-regularity of the imaginary part is a
natural condition to require, one should take a look at Schro dinger semi-
groups. In this case U( } )-regularity of V0 can be expressed in terms of
Brownian motion ([V1, Prop. 6.1]): for all t>0 the integral t0 V(b(s)) ds
is finite for Px -a.e. b and a.e. x where b is the standard Brownian motion
and Px is the Wiener measure. Now looking at the FeynmanKac formula
with a complex-valued potential (which trivially holds if the imaginary part
is bounded) one gets the intuition that the semigroup can be defined if the
absolute value of the imaginary part of the potential is U( } )-regular.
In Section 2 we apply the general theory to the Schro dinger operator
with magnetic field. We construct this operator for a very general magnetic
field. Namely, we assume that b2=dj=1 b
2
j is U( } )-admissible, and show
that the construction from [PSe] of the operator corresponding to the
formal expression (i{+b)2 carries over in this generality. Under the same
assumption using a recent result of Ouhabaz we prove a domination property
for this operator, generalizing known results (see [K3], [S3], [PSe]), and
also prove the approximation theorem with respect to the magnetic field.
A better approximation theorem (Theorem 2.6) holds, however, under the
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additional restriction that b2 is U( } )-regular. So we show that the notions
of admissibility and regularity introduced for potential type perturbations
are relevant to the vector coefficient of the magnetic field. As a consequence
of the results of Section 1 and of the approximation theorem with respect
to the magnetic field we obtain the general perturbation theorem for Schro dinger
operators with magnetic field and complex potential (Theorem 2.7).
For the case of L1loc -potentials with form bounded negative real part we
prove an approximation theorem which cannot be obtained as a consequence
of the general dominated convergence theorem.
1. COMPLEX ABSORPTION RATES FOR
DOMINATED SEMIGROUPS
In this section we consider perturbations of dominated semigroups by
complex-valued potentials.
Let (M, M, +) be a measure space and (U(t) ; t0) a positive C0-semi-
group on L p :=L p(M, +), 1p<, with generator T, i.e. U(t)=etT.
Further let (S(t) ; t0) be another C0-semigroup on L p, with generator A,
which is dominated by U( } ), i.e.
|S(t) f |U(t) | f | ( f # L p, t0). (1.1)
Let q : 0 [ C be measurable. Here and below V :=Re q, W :=Im q, so
q=V+iW. By q(n) we denote the truncation of q, i.e. q(n)=(|q| 7 n) sgn q,
sgn q=q|q| (or =0 where q=0). V+ and V& stand for the positive and
negative parts of V, i.e. V\=(\V) 6 0.
As in the theory of Voigt [V1, Sec. 2], [V2] for a wide class of complex
potentials q we are going to associate with the formal expression ‘‘A&q’’
a generator of a C0-semigroup Sq( } ) in such a way that
Sq(t)=s- lim
n  
et(A&q(n)). (1.2)
The generator of this semigroup will be denoted by Aq . Having property
(1.2) one can show that Aq is an extension of the operator sum Aq #A&q
(see [V1, Cor. 2.7]).
Our strategy below is as follows. First we generalize some important
inequalities of [V2] (Proposition 1.1) which show that differences of dominated
semigroups react in an appropriate way on changes of the potentials. This
is crucial to the whole approach. Then following the concept from [V1],
[V2] we develop the theory for real perturbations and use it for deriving
the final results for complex absorption rates.
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Proposition 1.1 (compare [V2, Prop. 1.3]). Let q1=V1+iW1 , q2=
V2+iW2 , q1 , q2 # L, V1V2 . Then for all f # L p, t0 the following
inequalities hold
(a) |Sq2(t) f |UV1(t) | f | ,
(b) |Sq1(t) f&Sq2(t) f |UV1&|W1&W2|(t) | f |&UV2(t) | f |.
Proof. (a) For k # N we have
}\S \ tk+ e&(tk) q2+
k
f }\U \ tk+ e&(tk) V1+
k
| f |.
For k  , (a) follows from the Trotter product formula.
(b) By the Duhamel formula and (a) one obtains
|Sq1(t) f&Sq2(t) f |
|
t
0
UV1(t&s) |q1&q2 | UV2(s) | f | ds
|
t
0
UV1&|W1&W2|(t&s)(V2&V1+|W1&W2 | ) UV2(s) | f | ds
=UV1&|W1&W2|(t) | f |&UV2(t) | f |. K
Remark. The statements of Proposition 1.1 hold also in the general
setting of Banach lattices for perturbations which belong to the center of
L(E). (cf. [V2, Sec. 1]).
(a) Real Potentials
This part concerns only real absorption rates, i.e. q=Re q=V : 0 [ R.
In the following we use the main notions from Voigt’s perturbation theory.
Therefore for the reader’s convenience we include the most important
definitions.
Definition 1.2 ([V1, Def. 1.5]). Let Sn( } ) (n # N), S( } ) be C0 -semi-
groups on L p. We say that (Sn( } )) converges strongly in semigroup sense to
S( } ), in symbols S( } )=s-limn   Sn( } ), if S(t) f=s-limn   Sn(t) f,
uniformly for t in bounded subsets of [0, ), for all f # L p.
Below we use the following observations which is a simple consequence
of the TrotterKatoNeveu theorem (see, e.g. [D, Thm. 3.17], [G, Thm. 7.8]).
Let Sn( } ) (n # N), S( } ) be C0 -semigroups on X with generators Tn , T
respectively. Assume S( } )=s-limn   Sn( } ). Then for any B # L(X) we
have SB( } )=s-limn   Sn, B( } ), where SB(t)=et(T&B) and Sn, B(t)=et(Tn&B).
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Definition 1.3 ([V1, Def. 2.2], [V2, Def. 2.5]). (a) If V is bounded
below then 0UV (n+1)(t)UV (n)(t), (n&inf V, t0) and therefore the
limit
UV (t) :=s-lim UV (n)(t) (1.3)
exists for all t0. V is called U( } )-admissible if UV ( } ) is a C0-semigroup.
Then UV ( } )=s-limn   UV (n)( } ).
(b) If V is bounded above then UV (n+1)(t)UV (n)(t), (nsup V, t0). V
is called U( } )-admissible if the limit (1.3) exists for all t0, and UV ( } ) is
a C0-semigroup.
We call V semibounded if it is bounded below or above.
Proposition 1.4. Let V be semibounded and U( } )-admissible. Then
(a) SV(t) :=s-limn  SV (n)(t) exists for all t0, defines a C0-semi-
group and SV ( } )=s-limn   SV (n)( } ).
(b) The assertions of Proposition 1.1 hold true for V1 , V2 semiboun-
ded, and W1=W2=0, i.e. |SV2(t) f |UV1(t) | f |, |SV1(t) f&SV2(t) f |
UV1(t) | f |&UV2(t) | f | ( f # L
p, t0).
(c) Let cVnV (n # N) or VVnc (n # N) and Vn  V a.e.
Then s-limn   SVn( } )=SV ( } ).
Proof. (a) follows from Proposition 1.1(b) (with V1=V (n), V2=V (m),
mn if V is bounded below and mn otherwise) and Definition 1.3.
(b) follows from (a) and Proposition 1.1 by approximation.
(c) Case cVnV. (b) yields
|SVn(t) f&SV (t) f |UVn(t) | f |&UV (t) | f |.
Now the statement follows from [V1, Prop. A1].
The case VVnc is carried out analogously with [V1, Prop. A2]. K
As mentioned above, for V0 the strong limit (1.3) always exists. The
situation in which it does not define a C0-semigroup was studied exten-
sively in Arendt and Batty [AB]. In particular, they proved the following:
Let (M, M, +) be a _-finite measure space. If V0 then P :=
s-limt a 0 UV (t) exists. P and I&P are band projections, where I stands for
the identity operator. R(P) and R(I&P) are UV ( } )-invariant, UV ( } )  R(P)
is a C0 -semigroup on R(P), UV ( } )  R(I&P)=0, where R(P)=L p(MV)
for suitable MV /M.
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As it is clear from the proof of Proposition 1.4(a), for V0 the strong
limit SV (t)=s&limn SV (n)(t) also always exists for all t0. For dominated
semigroups we have in this case
Proposition 1.5. Let V0. Then P(:=s-limt a 0 UV (t))=s-limt a 0 SV (t).
Proof. Let f # L p. Proposition 1.4(b), which holds also in this situation,
and 0I&P imply
&SV (t)(I&P) f &p&UV (t)(I&P) | f |&p=0 (t0).
Therefore it is sufficient to prove Pf =s-limt a 0 SV (t) Pf. Also by
Proposition 1.4(b) and from the positivity of UV (n)(t)&UV (t) we have
&SV (n)(t) Pf &SV (t) Pf &p&(UV (n)(t)&UV (t)) P | f | &p=: Fn(t) (t0).
Since (Fn( } )) is a sequence of continuous functions such that Fnz0,
by the Dini theorem it follows that Fn(t)  0 uniformly in t on compact
intervals. Hence SV ( } ) Pf is continuous and therefore Pf =SV (0) Pf =
s-limt a 0 SV (t) Pf. K
Let V\0, V+ and &V&U( } )-admissible. Then V+ is U&V&( } )-
admissible, &V& is UV+( } )-admissible (see [V1, p. 174]). Since by
Proposition 1.4(b) SV+( } ) is dominated by UV+( } ), and S&V&( } ) by
U&V&( } ), it follows that (SV+)&V& ( } ) and (S&V& V+( } ) exist. We have
Lemma 1.6. Let V\0, V+ and &V& U( } )-admissible. Then for all
b>0, f # L p
sup
0tb
&SV
+
(n)&V
&
(m)(t) f&SV
+
(n$)&V
&
(m$)(t) f &p  0 (n, n$, m, m$  ).
Proof. Let b>0, 0tb, f # Lp. Note that |S&V
&
(m)(t) f |U&V&(t) | f |
and |SV
+
(n$)(t) f |U(t) | f |. Therefore from Proposition 1.1
&SV
+
(n)&V
&
(m)(t) f&SV
+
(n$)&V
&
(m$)(t) f&p
&SV
+
(n)&V
&
(m)(t) f&SV
+
(n$)&V
&
(m)(t) f&p
+&SV
+
(n$)&V
&
(m)(t) f&SV
+
(n$)&V
&
(m$)(t) f&p
 sup
0lb
[&(U&V&)V +(n) (l ) | f |&(U&V &)V +(n$) (l ) | f | &p
+&U&V
&
(m)(l ) | f |&U&V
&
(m$)(l ) | f | &p]  0
(n, n$, m, m$  ) by Definition 1.3. K
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Corollary 1.7. Let V\0, V+ and &V&U( } )-admissible. Then
(SV+)&V& ( } )=s- limm, n  
SV
+
(n)&V
&
(m)( } )=(S&V&)V+ ( } )
= lim
m  
SV+ &V &(m)( } )= limn  
SV
+
(n)&V&
( } ).
Proof. The assertion follows from the previous Lemma, the observation
after Definition 1.2 and Proposition 1.4(c). K
Let now V :=V+&V&. Note that V\V\. Therefore by [V2,
Prop. 2.3] V+ and V& are also U( } )-admissible.
Proposition 1.8. (SV+)&V& ( } )=(SV +)V & ( } )=: SV ( } ).
Proof. &V&V+ 7 n&V&V+ 7 n&V&V+&(V& 7n)V+
&(V& 7 n)V+. Therefore by Proposition 1.4(b)
|SV +&(V & 7 n)(t) f&SV+&(V& 7 n)(t) f |
UV +&(V & 7 n)(t) | f |&UV+&(V& 7n)(t) | f |
UV+ 7 n&V&(t) | f |&UV+&(V& 7 n)(t) | f |.
Now Corollary 1.7 implies the assertion. K
Definition 1.9 ([V2, Def. 2.5]). V is called U( } )-admissible, if V+ and
&V& are U( } )-admissible.
Remark. Let V be U( } )-admissible. Then by Corollary 1.7 and
Proposition 1.8 we have SV ( } )=s-limn   SV (n)( } ).
Proposition 1.10. (i) Let V be U( } )-admissible. Then
|SV (t) f |UV (t) | f | ( f # L p, t0).
(ii) Let V1 , V2 be U( } )-admissible and V1V2 . Then
|SV1(t) f&SV2(t) f |UV1(t) | f |&UV2(t) | f | ( f # L
p, t0).
Proof. Since for arbitrary U( } )-admissible V one has SV ( } )=
s-limn   SV (n)( } ), the assertion follows by approximation from
Proposition 1.4(b). K
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In what follows we use the symbol Dm(U ) to denote the set of C0-semi-
groups which are dominated by U( } ). For admissible Vn , V we write
SV ( } )=s&limn SVn( } ) uniformly for S( } ) # Dm(U ) if
\f # L p \b>0: lim
n  
sup
S( } ) # Dm(U )
sup
0tb
&SVn(t) f&SV (t) f &p=0.
Proposition 1.11 (compare [V1, Thm. 2.6]). Let V\0, V+ and
&V& U( } )-admissible, V :=V+&V& . Let (Vn) be a sequence of absorption
rates such that &V&VnV+ for all n # N (this implies that Vn is
U( } )-admissible), Vn  V a.e., then
SV ( } )=s-lim
n  
SVn( } ) uniformly for S( } ) # Dm(U ).
Proof. For n # N we define Vn, + :=(Vn+V&) 7V+ , Vn, & :=Vn, +&
Vn . Then Vn, \  V\ a.e. (n  ), 0Vn, \V\ and since V=V+&V&
and Vn=Vn, +&Vn, & , we have also V+V+&Vn, &Vn , VVn, +&
V&&V&. Now for S( } ) # Dm(U ) by Proposition 1.10
|SVn(t) f&SV (t) f |
|SVn(t) f&SV+&Vn, &(t) f |+|SV+&Vn, &(t) f&SV (t) f |
[(U&V&)Vn, + (t) | f |&(UV+)&Vn, & (t) | f |]
+[(UV)(t) | f |&(UV+)&Vn, & (t) | f | ]
(by Corollary 1.7 and Propositions 1.4(c))
 [(U&V&)V+ (t) | f |&(UV+)&V& (t) | f |]
+[(UV)(t) | f |&(UV+)&V& (t) | f |]=0. K
In the sequel we need another important notion of Voigt’s perturbation
theory.
Definition 1.12 ([V2, Def. 1.3]). V is called U( } )-regular if V is
U( } )-admissible, and U( } )=(UV)&V ( } )(=s-limn   UV&V (n)( } )).
Theorem 1.13 (General dominated convergence theorem for dominated
semigroups) (compare [V2, Thm. 3.5]). Let V\0, where &V& is U( } )-
admissible and V+ is U( } )-regular. Let V be U( } )-admissible. Let (Vn) be a
sequence of absorption rates such that &V&VnV+V+ for all n # N
(this implies that Vn is U( } )-admissible), Vn  V a.e., then
SV ( } )=s-lim
n  
SVn( } ) uniformly for S( } ) # Dm(U).
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Proof. For k # N we define Vn, k :=Vn 7 (V++V (k)+ ).
|SVn(t) f&SV (t) f ||SVn, k(t) f&SV (t) f |+|SVn, k(t) f&SVn(t) f |.
For every k # N the first term of the right-hand side converges to zero
uniformly for S( } ) # Dm(U) if n  , by Proposition 1.11. Because of
Vn, kVn , the second term can be estimated by
UVn, k(t) | f |&UVn(t) | f |
U&Vt(t) | f |&U&V&+V+ &V +(k)(t) | f |  0 (k  ),
by Proposition 1.10. For the details we refer to [V2, Proof of Thm. 3.5].
K
Remark. Note that Proposition 1.11 is a particular case of Theorem 1.13
since &V&VnV+=V+V& and V& is U( } )-regular by [V2, Prop. 3.3b].
As a consequence one obtains the following result by the same argument
as in [V2, Cor. 3.6].
Corollary 1.14 (Dominated convergence theorem for dominated semi-
groups) (compare [V2, Cor. 3.6]). Let V\0, where &V& is U( } )-
admissible and V+ is U( } )-regular. Let V, Vn (n # N) be such that &V&
VnV+ for all n # N and Vn  V a.e. Then
SV ( } )=s-lim
n  
SVn( } ) uniformly for S( } ) # Dm(U).
Corollary 1.15. Let V0 be U( } )-regular. Then
S( } )=s-lim
n
SV&V (n)( } ) uniformly for S( } ) # Dm(U).
Corollary 1.16. Let 0V be U( } )-regular. Let V be U( } )-admissible.
Then V is UV ( } )-regular.
Proof. By [V2, Prop. 3.4] V is U&V&( } )-regular. Since S( } ) :=UV ( } ) is
dominated by U&V&( } ) the assertion follows from Corollary 1.15. K
(b) Complex Potentials
In the next theorem we consider purely imaginary potentials.
Theorem 1.17. Let W : M [ R be such that |W | is U( } )-regular. Let
S( } ) # Dm(U ). Then SiW (t) :=s-limn   SiW (n)(t) exists for all t0 and
defines a C0 -semigroup SiW ( } ). Moreover, S iW ( } )=s-limn   S iW (n)( } )
uniformly for S ( } ) # Dm(U ).
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Remark. The notion of the uniform convergence for S( } ) # Dm(U ) is
extended to the case of complex potentials in the obvious way.
Proof. Let f # L p, b>0, 0tb, mn. Then
|SiW (n)(t) f&SiW (m)(t) f |
|SiW (n)(t) f&SiW (n)+|W | 7 (m+n)&|W | 7 n(t) f |
+|SiW (m)(t) f&SiW (m)+|W | 7 (m+n)&|W | 7m(t) f |
+|SiW (n)+|W | 7 (m+n)&|W | 7 n(t) f&SiW (m)+|W | 7 (m+n)&|W | 7 m(t) f |
=I1+I2+I3 .
By Proposition 1.1
I1U(t) | f |&U |W | 7 (m+n)&|W | 7n(t) | f |U(t) | f |&U |W |&|W | 7 n(t) | f |.
Analogously,
I2U(t) | f |&U |W | 7 (m+n)&|W | 7 m(t) | f |U(t) | f |&U |W |&|W | 7 m(t) | f |.
By the Duhamel formula and Proposition 1.1(a)
I3- 2 |
t
0
U |W | 7 (m+n)&|W | 7 n(t&s)( |W | 7 m&|W | 7 n)
_U |W | 7 (m+n)&|W | 7m(s) | f | ds
=- 2 (U |W | 7 (m+n)&|W | 7 m(t) | f |&U |W | 7 (m+n)&|W | 7 n(t) | f | )
- 2 (U(t) | f |&U |W |&|W | 7 n(t) | f | ).
Therefore by Definition 1.12
sup
S ( } ) # Dm(U)
sup
0sb
&S iW (n)(s) f&S iW (m)(s) f&p  0 (n, m  ). K
Remark. The main trick in the above proof consists in adding to the
semigroup a positive potential containing the absolute value of the imaginary
part. This enables us to treat the imaginary part in the estimates.
Let V be U( } )-admissible. Let |W | be U( } )-regular. Theorem 1.17 and
Corollary 1.16 imply that the iterated semigroup (SV) iW ( } ) is defined. It is
clear from the construction in Theorem 1.17 and from Proposition 1.1 that
SiW ( } ) # Dm(U ). Therefore the iterated semigroup (SiW)V ( } ) is defined too.
The next lemma is a preliminary step in showing that they are equal.
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Lemma 1.18. Let V be U( } )-admissible, |W | U( } )-regular, and V or W
bounded. Then (SiW)V ( } )=(SV) iW ( } ).
Proof. Suppose first that W is bounded. Then
(SV) iW ( } )=s-lim
n
(SV (n)) iW ( } )=s-lim
n
(SiW)V (n) ( } )=(SiW)V ( } )
where the first equality is justified by the observation after Definition 1.2.
The case of bounded V is analogous. K
Proposition 1.19. Let V be U( } )-admissible, |W | U( } )-regular. Then
(SiW)V ( } )=s-lim
n, m  
SV (n)+iW (m)( } )
=(SV) iW ( } )=: Sq( } )=: SV+iW ( } )
uniformly for S( } ) # Dm(U ).
Proof. Let b>0, 0tb, f # L p. Then by Lemma 1.18
&(SiW)V (t) f&SV (n)+iW (m)(t) f &p
&(SiW)V (t) f&(SiW)V (n) (t)&p+&(SV (n))iW (t) f&(SV (n)) iW (m) (t) f &p
 sup
0sb
[ sup
S # Dm(U )
&S V (s) f&S V (n)(s) f&p
+ sup
S # Dm(U&V&)
&S iW (s) f&S iW (m)(s) f &p]  0
(n, n$, m, m$  ) by Proposition 1.11 and Theorem 1.17. This proves the
first asserted equality. The proof of the second one is the same. K
Now we extend Proposition 1.1 to the case of unbounded potentials.
Proposition 1.20. Let V1 , V2 be U( } )-admissible, V1V2 . Let W1 , W2
be such that |W1 |, |W2 | are U( } )-regular.
(a) Then |SV2+iW2(t) f |UV1(t) | f | (t0, f # L
p).
(b) If in addition V1&|W1&W2 | is U( } )-admissible then
|SV1+iW1(t) f&SV2+iW2(t) f |
UV1&|W1&W2|(t) | f |&UV2(t) | f | (t0, f # L
p).
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Proof. Since SiW ( } ) # Dm(U ) (a) follows from Propositions 1.10 and
1.19. Starting from truncations and passing to the limit in the real parts we
get from Proposition 1.1
|SV1+iW 1(m)(t) f&SV2+iW 2(m)(t) f |UV1&|W1(m)&W 2(m)|(t) | f |&UV2(t) | f |.
Since |W1 |+|W2 | is U( } )-regular by [V2, Prop. 3.3(a)] and
&(V1&|W1&W2 | )&V1&|W1&W2 |
V1&|W (m)1 &W
(m)
2 |
(V1&|W1&W2 | )+|W1 |+|W2 |,
the assertion (b) follows by passing to the limit m   from Theorem 1.17,
Proposition 1.19 and general convergence Theorem [V2, Thm. 3.5] (see
also Theorem 1.13). K
Theorem 1.21 (Dominated convergence theorem). Let 0W+ be
U( } )-regular. Let (Wn) be a sequence such that |Wn |W+ for all n # N and
Wn  W a.e. Then
SiW ( } )=s- lim
n  
SiWn( } ) uniformly for S( } ) # Dm(U ).
Proof. Note that |Wn |, |W | are U( } )-regular (see [V2, Prop. 3.3(a)]),
hence SiW ( } ), SiWn( } ) are defined by Theorem 1.17.
Choose a sequence (W n) such that
0W n&|Wn&W |W n:W+ for some :>0 and W  0 a.e.
(for instance, one can take W n=|W | 6 ( |Wn |+|Wn&W | )&|Wn | ).
From [V2, Prop. 3.3(a)] :W+ is U( } )-regular. Therefore by [V2,
Cor. 3.6] (or Corollary 1.14)
0U(t) | f |&UW n&|Wn&W |(t) | f |U(t) | f |&UW n(t) | f |  0 (n  )
(1.14)
uniformly for t in bounded subsets of [0, ). One has
|SiWn(t) f&SiW (t) f |
 |SiWn( f ) f&SW n+iWn(t) f |+|SiW (t) f&SW n+iW (t) f |
+|SW n+iWn(t) f&SW n+iW (t) f |=I1+I2+I3 .
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By Proposition 1.20
IkU(t) | f |&U(t)W n | f |, k=1, 2, (1.5)
I3UW n& |Wn&W |(t) | f |&UW n(t) | f |. (1.6)
Now the assertion follows from (1.4), (1.5), (1.6). K
The next theorem states the approximation result for semigroups with
complex singular potentials.
Theorem 1.22 (General dominated convergence theorem for complex
potentials). Let V\0, where &V& is U( } )-admissible and V+ is U( } )-
regular. Let V be U( } )-admissible. Let (Vn) be a sequence of absorption rates
such that &V&VnV+V+ for all n # N (this implies that Vn is U( } )-
admissible), Vn  V a.e. Let 0W+ be U( } )-regular. Let (Wm) be a
sequence such that |Wm |W+ for all m # N and Wm  W a.e. Then
Sq( } )=s-lim
n, m
SVn+iWm( } )
\=s-limn Sqn( } )+ uniformly for S( } ) # Dm(U ).
Proof. Proposition 1.19, Theorem 1.13, Theorem 1.21 and correspond-
ing domination properties enable one to repeat the arguments from the proof
of Proposition 1.19 with Vn and Wm instead of V (n) and W (m) respectively. K
We conclude this section by stating an approximation result for a
sequence of dominated semigroups, which is important for applications
(see Section 2).
Proposition 1.23. Let S( } ) and Sn( } ) (n # N) be C0 -semigroups which
are dominated by U( } ) and S( } )=s-limn Sn( } ). Let q and qn (n # N) be com-
plex absorption rates such that their real and imaginary parts satisfy
the conditions of Proposition 1.19 and S q( } )=s-limn S qn( } ) uniformly for
S # Dm(U ). Then
Sq( } )=s-lim
m, n
(Sn)qm ( } ).
To prove this proposition we need the following auxiliary result.
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Lemma 1.24. Let S( } ) and Sn( } ) (n # N) be C0-semigroups which are
dominated by U( } ) and S( } )=s-limn Sn( } ). Let q=V+iW satisfy the
condition of Proposition 1.19. Then
Sq( } )=s-lim
n
(Sn)q ( } ).
Proof. Let qm :=V (m)+iW (m). We have
&Sq(t) f&(Sn)q (t) f &p
&Sq(t) f&Sqm(t) f &p+&(Sn)q (t) f&(Sn)qm (t) f &p
+&(Sn)qm (t) f&(S)qm (t) f &p
2 sup
S # Dm(U )
&S q(t) f&S qm(t) f &p
+&(Sn)qm (t) f&(S)qm (t) f &p=I1+I2 .
I1  0 as m   by Proposition 1.19. Since qm is bounded I2  0 as
n  . K
Proof of Proposition 1.23. The assertion follows from Lemma 1.24 and
the inequality
&Sq(t) f&(Sn)qm (t) f &p
&Sq(t) f&(Sn)q (t) f &p+ sup
S # Dm(U )
&S q(t) f&S qm(t) f &p . K
2. SCHRO DINGER SEMIGROUPS WITH SINGULAR MAGNETIC
FIELD AND COMPLEX POTENTIALS
Here we consider Schro dinger operators with singular magnetic field and
singular complex potential. We construct a C0-semigroup whose generator
corresponds to the formal differential expression
(i{+b)2+q, q=V+iW.
In our construction of (i{+b)2 we follow mainly [PSe] and show only
that this construction can be carried out for very general conditions on b.
For another approach to the construction of (i{+b)2+q, q=V+iW
see [BWL].
Let 0/Rd be an arbitrary open set. In this section we restrict ourselves
to the space L2(0) delegating some remarks on L p-properties to the end of
the paper.
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The Dirichlet Laplacian H D0 =&2
D
0 corresponding to 0 is the operator
associated with the closure in L2(0) of the form
({u, {v)= :
d
j=1
|
0
ju  jv dx (u, v # C 0 (0)). (2.1)
We denote this closure by hD0 , and from now on by { we understand the
closure of {  C 0 (0) so that Q(h
D
0 )=D({)=W1
1, 2(0) (Sobolev space).
The operator &H D0 is the generator of a C0 -semigroup (U(t), t0)=
(e&tH 0
D
, t0) on L2(0). The notions of admissibility and regularity will be
considered further on with respect to this semigroup. In terms of quadratic
forms U( } )-admissibility of V0 means that Q(hD0 ) & Q(V ) is dense in
L2(0) and U( } ))-regularity is equivalent to the fact that Q(hD0 ) & Q(V ) is
a form core of hD0 (see [V1, Prop. 5.8]). Note that there exists a U( } )-
regular potential which does not belong to Lq(G) for any G=G1 /Rd,
G{<, q>0 (see [StV1]). The description of these classes in terms of
capacity can be found in [St].
Let b : 0 [ Rd be measurable and such that b2=dj=1 b
2
j is U( } )-
admissible. Then as mentioned above Q(H D0 ) & Q(b
2)=D({) & D( |b| ) is
dense in L2(0). Define the sesquilinear form
( (i{+b) u, (i{+b) v)
= :
d
j=1
|
0
(i j+bj) u(ij+bj) v dx (u, v # D({) & D( |b| )) (2.2)
The form is closable as a sum of positive closable forms. The closure will
be denoted by hD(b) and the associated operator by H D(b). This operator
will be called Schro dinger operator with magnetic field.
Let H =+(b) :=H
D
0 +4 (1+=) b
2 be the operator associated with the form
t=[u, v]=hD0 [u, v]+(1+=)(bu, bv), Q(t=)=D({) & D( |b| ).
(t= is closed and densely defined.)
Let : be the symmetric form with Q(:)=Q(t=) and
:[u, v]=(i{u, bv)+(bu, i{v).
Lemma 2.1.
|:[u]|(1+=)&12 t=[u] (u # Q(t=)).
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Proof. Obviously,
( (i{\- 1+= b) u, (i{\- 1+= b) u) 0 (u # D(hD0 ) & D( |b| )).
The last inequality is equivalent to \:[u](1+=)&12 t=[u]. K
Consider the triple of Hilbert spaces H+ /H/H& , where H=L2(0),
H+=(Q(t=), & }&+=- t=[ } ]+& }&22 ) and where H& is the dual to H+ with
respect to H. According to the general theory of quadratic forms (see [K1,
Chap. VI], [S1, Chap. II]), Lemma 2.1 implies that the form : can be
represented by means of an operator 4(b) : H+ [ H&:
:[u, v]=(4(b) u, v) (u, v # Q(t=)).
Define the form
hD= (b)=t=+:, q(h
D
= (b))=Q(t=).
The form hD= (b) is a symmetric non-negative closed form. For *>0 the
operator H D= (b) associated with this form admits the representation which
is needed for further use (see e.g., [S1, Chap. II])
(*+H D= (b))
&1=(*+H =+(b))
&12 (1+(*+H =+(b))
&12
_4(b)(*+H =+(b))
&12)&1 (*+H =+(b))
&12.
If 0<=1<=2 then 0H D=1(b)H
D
=2
(b). Because the form (2.2) is closable
and hD= (b)[u]  h
D(b)[u] decreasingly for = a 0, a monotone convergence
theorem for quadratic forms [K1, Chap. VIII, Thm. 3.11] implies that
H D= (b)  H
D(b) in strong resolvent sense. This yields
e&tH=
D(b)f  e&tHD(b)f (as =  0) (2.3)
strongly uniformly for t in bounded subsets of [0, ), for all f # L2(0).
Our next goal is to prove the domination property
|e&tH D(b)f |e&tH 0
D
| f |.
Lemma 2.2. Let b2 be U( } )-admissible. Then
|e&tH=
D(b)f |U= |b|2 (t) | f |=e&t(H 0
D+4 =b2)| f | (t0, f # L2).
Proof. To prove the lemma we use a domination criterion given in
[Ou1, Thm. 3.3]. Let u, v # Q(hD= )=Q(t=), such that |v||u|. The positivity
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of the semigroup U= |b|2( } ) implies |u|, |v|, |v| sgn u # Q(t=) (see [Ou1,
Prop. 3.2]). It remains to prove the inequality
Re hD= [u, |v| sgn u]h
D
0 [ |u|, |v| ]+=(b |u|, b |v|) .
Let ,$(z) :=z- $2+|z| 2 (z # C). Since ($2) ,$ is a normal contraction in
C and t= is a Dirichlet form we conclude that ,$(u) # Q(t=). By direct
calculation one can see that
|u{,$(u)|3 |{ |u| |. (2.4)
Let n :=( |v| 7 n) ,$(u). Then by [MR, Ch. 1, Cor. 4.15], [BCa, Sec. 5.5]
n # Q(t=) & L. By the dominated convergence theorem n  |v| ,$(u)
in L2. Taking into account that {n=,$(u) {( |v| 7 n)+( |v| 7 n) {,$(u)
we have
t=[n](&{( |v| 7 n)&2+& |v| 7 n{,$(u)&2)2+(1+=) &bu&22
(&{v&2+&v{,$(u)&2)2+(1+=) &bu&22< by (2.4).
Now by analogue of Fatou’s theorem for Dirichlet forms [MR, Ch. 1,
Lemma 2.12] we conclude that |v| ,$(u), |u| ,$(u) # Q(t=). Then
Re hD= [|u| ,$(u), |v| ,$(u)]
=( |,$(u)| 2 { |u|, { |v|)+=( |,$(u)| 2 b2 |u|, |v|)
+( |u| |{,$(u)| 2, |v|)&2(b |u| Im(,$(u) {,$(u)), |v|)
+(b2 |u| |,$(u)| 2, |v|)
+( |u| { |v|+|v| { |u|, Re(,$(u) {,$(u)))
({ |u|, |,$(u)| 2 { |v|)+=( |,$(u)| 2 b2 |u|, |v|)
+( |u| { |v|+|v| { |u|, Re(,$ (u) {,$(u))) .
Using (2.4) and the dominated convergence theorem one can pass to the
limit $ a 0 and obtain the desired inequality. K
By (2.3) and Lemma 2.2 we have:
Corollary 2.3. Let b2 be U( } )-admissible. Then
|e&tH D(b)f |e&tH 0
D
| f |.
Remark. This was proved in [K3], [S3], [PSe] under more restrictive
conditions on b.
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Lemma 2.4. Let g : 0 [ R+, g2 be U( } )-admissible and b, bn : 0 [ Rd
(n # N) such that
(i) bn  b a.e. as n   and |bn |g (n # N).
(ii) H =+(bn)  H
=
+(b) in strong resolvent sense.
Then H D= (bn)  H
D
= (b) in strong resolvent sense.
Remark. The result above is of conditional type. It reduces the approxima-
tion problem of the Schro dinger operator with magnetic field to the same
problem for the Schro dinger operator with a positive potential. Lemma 2.4
is an extension of [PSe, Thm. 3.4]. (This follows from a subsequence argu-
ment similar to that used further in the proof of Theorem 2.8.) In the proof
of the lemma we follow the lines of [PSe].
Proof. Let *>0. Because of the representations
(*+H D= (b))
&1=(*+H =+(b))
&12 (1+(*+H =+(b))
&12
_4(b)(*+H =+(b))
&12)&1 (*+H =+(b))
&12,
(*+H D= (bn))
&1=(*+H =+(bn))
&12 (1+(*+H =+(bn))
&12
_4(bn)(*+H =+(bn))
&12)&1 (*+H =+(bn))
&12.
it is enough to show that
(1+(*+H =+(bn))
&12 4(bn)(*+H =+(bn))
&12)&1
 (1+(*+H =+(b))
&12 4(b)(*+H =+(b))
&12)&1.
By Lemma 2.1
sup
n
&(1+(*+H =+(bn))
&12 4(bn)(*+H =+(bn))
&12)&1&L(L2)

- 1+=
- 1+=&1
.
Therefore by the second resolvent equation one can see that it is enough
to prove the strong convergence
(*+H =+(bn))
&12 4(bn)(*+H =+(bn))
&12
 (*+H =+(b))
&12 4(b)(*+H =+(b))
&12.
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Note that by Lemma 2.1 one has the uniform estimates
&{(*+H =+(bn))
&12&L(L2) 1, (2.5)
&bn(*+H =+(bn))&12&L(L2)<1. (2.6)
So the problem reduces to proving the convergences in strong sense in
L2(0)
{(*+H =+(bn))
&12  {(*+H =+(b))
&12, (2.7)
bn(*+H =+(bn))
&12  b(*+H =+(b))
&12, (2.8)
(*+H =+(bn))
&12 {  (*+H =+(b))
&12 {, (2.9)
(*+H =+(bn))
&12 bn  (*+H =+(b))
&12 b. (2.10)
Let f # L2(0), un=(*+H =+(bn))
&12 f, u=(*+H =+(b))
&12 f. Then un  u
strongly by the assumptions. For all , # D({) & D(g) one has
(i{un , ,)  (i{u, ,) and (bn un , ,)  (bu, ,).
The first convergence is obvious. By the dominated convergence theorem
bn ,  b, in L2(0), which yields the second convergence. The denseness of
, # D({) & D(g) together with (2.5), (2.6) implies the weak convergences
i{un  i{u and bn un  bu. Now the strong convergence of ({un) and
(bnun) follows from the equality
* &un&22+&{un&
2
2+(1+=) &bnun&
2
2
=& f &22=* &u&22+&{u&22+(1+=) &bu&22 .
This proves (2.7) and (2.8).
Since
(*+H =+(bn))
&12 {f  (*+H =+(b))
&12 {f ( f # D({))
and
(*+H =+(bn))
&12 bn f
 (*+H =+(b))
&12 (*+H =+(bn))
&12 bf, ( f # D(g)),
the convergences (2.9) and (2.10) follow again from (2.5) and (2.6). K
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Corollary 2.5. Let b2 be U( } )-admissible. Let (bn) be a sequence
satisfying the conditions of Lemma 2.4. Then
lim
= a 0
lim
n  
H D= (bn)=H
D(b)
in strong resolvent sense.
The only weak point of the previous approximation result is that the
approximation of HD(b) is achieved by iterated limit. We show in the next
theorem that one can omit the additional limit with respect to = if one
assumes more about b (compare [K2, Thm. II]).
Theorem 2.6. Let g : 0 [ R+, g2 be U( } )-regular and b, bn : 0 [ Rd
(n # N) such that bn  b a.e. as n   and |bn |g (n # N). Then
e&tHD(b)=s-lim
n  
e&tHD(bn)
uniformly for t in bounded subsets of [0, ).
Proof.
|e&tHD(b)f &e&tHD(bn)f |
|e&tHD(b)f &e&tH =
D(b)f |+|e&tHD(bn)f &e&tH=
D(bn)f |
+|e&tH =
D(b)f &e&tH=
D(bn)f |=: I1+I2+I3 .
Note that H D= (bn)=H
D(bn)+4 =b2n . Therefore by Corollary 2.3 and
Proposition 1.10
I2U(t) | f |&U=b2n (t) | f |U(t) | f |&U=g2 (t) | f |.
Similarly I1U(t) | f |&U=g2 (t)| f |. Since g2 is U( } )-regular, by Corollary 1.14
lim= a 0(U(t) | f |&U=g2 (t) | f | )=0. Also by Corollary 1.14 the assumption
(ii) of Lemma 2.4 is fulfilled. Therefore for every =>0 we have I3  0 as
n  . K
The next theorem contains the approximation result for the Schro dinger
operator with a magnetic field and a complex potential. Here and later on
we slightly change the notation. If q satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.22
with U(t)=e&tH0
D
and S(t)=e&tHD(b) then the generator of S( } )q will be
denoted by &HD(b)q ; in our former notation it would be (&HD(b))q .
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Theorem 2.7. Let b, bn satisfy the condition of Theorem 2.6. Let q=
V+iW, qn=Vn+iWn , V, Vn , W, Wn satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.22.
Then
e&tHD(b)q=s- lim
n  
e&tHD(bn)qn
uniformly for t in bounded subsets of [0, ).
Proof. This follows from Theorems 1.22 and 2.6 and Proposition 1.23.
K
In the next theorem we reduce our generality to the case of L1loc -poten-
tials and L2loc -magnetic fields.
Theorem 2.8. Let q, qn # L1loc(0), b, bn # [L
2
loc(0)]
d (n # N). Let
\, # C 0 (0) &(qn&q) ,&1+&(bn&b) ,&2  0 (n  )
and in form sense
V&k , V
&;H D0 +c(;) (k # N) for some ; # (0, 1), c(;)0.
(2.11)
Then
e&tHD(b)q=s- lim
n  
e&tHD(bn)qn
uniformly for t in bounded subsets of [0, ).
Remark. 1. It is well known that &V&k , &V
& satisfying (2.11) are U( } )-
admissible (see [K1, Chap. VIII, Thm. 3.11] and also [V1, Prop. 5.7]).
Nevertheless one cannot deduce this theorem from Theorem 2.7 since in
general the sequence (qn) does not satisfy the conditions of the general
dominated convergence theorem.
2. Note that if 0V # L1loc(0) then V is U( } )-regular. Indeed, since
C0 (0) is a form core of h
D
0 , it follows by a monotone convergence
theorem [K1, Chap. VIII, Thm. 3.11] that H D0 +4 (V
+&V+ 7 n)  H D0 in
strong resolvent sense (see also [V1, Prop. 5.8]).
3. In case Im q=0 the operator HD(b)q is the form sum HD(b)+4 q.
For b=0 and Im q=0 Theorem 2.8 coincides with [BG, Lemma 3.1].
To prove Theorem 2.8 we need some auxiliary results.
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Lemma 2.9. Let 0V &k , V
& # L1loc(0) (k # N) such that
\, # C0 (0) &(V &k &V&) ,&1  0 (k  ) (2.12)
and inequalities (2.11) are satisfied. Then U&V&( } )=s&limk U&Vk&( } ).
Proof. We define the forms
hk[u]=&{u&22&(V
&
k u, u) +(1+c(;)) &u&
2
2 ,
h[u]=&{u&22&(V
&u, u)+(1+c(;)) &u&22 ,
with Q(h)=Q(hk)=Q(hD0 ). We also introduce the form h0 by
h0[u]=(1&;) hD0 [u]+&u&22 , Q(h0)=Q(hD0 ).
Then by (2.11) we get
&u&22h0[u]hk[u]\1+c(;)+ 11&;+ h0[u]
(k # N _ [], u # Q(h0)).
For u # C 0 (0), v # W1
1, 2(0) we have
|hk[u, v]&h[u, v]|
=|( (V&V &k ) u, v) |
& |V&V &k | 12 u&2 & |V&V &k | 12 v&2
& |V&&V &k | 12 u&2 \2 \ ;1&;+c(;)+ h0[v]+
12
 0 (k  )
by (2.12). Now the assertion follows from [StV2, Appendix A]. K
Proposition 2.10. Let V &k , V
& satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2.9. Then
S&V&( } )=s-lim
k
S&Vk&( } ) uniformly for S # Dm(U).
Proof. The statement follows from the inequality
|S&V&(t) f&S&Vk&(t) f |
[U&V&(t) | f |&U&(V& 7Vk&)(t) | f |]
+[U&Vk&(t) | f |&U(V& 7 Vk&)(t) | f |].
and Lemma 2.9. K
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Proof of Theorem 2.8. Because of Propositions 1.23 and 2.10 the only
fact which has to be explained is the convergence
e&t(HD(bn))Vn++iWn  e&t(H
D(b))V++iW.
For this it is sufficient to show that every subsequence of e&t(HD(bn))Vn++iWn
has a subsequence which converges to e&t(HD(b))V++iW .
From the conditions it follows that for every subsequence (nk)k # N there
exist a subsequence (nkj)j # N and 0g # L
1
loc(0) such that qnkj  q a.e., bnkj  b
a.e. and V +nkj , |Wnkj |, b
2
nkj
g. Therefore by Theorem 2.6 e&tHD(bnkj)  e&tH
D(b)
( j  ) uniformly for t in bounded subsets of [0, ) and hence by
Proposition 1.23 and Theorem 1.22 it follows that
e&t(HD(bnkj))V+nkj+iWnkj  e
&t(H D(b))V+ +iW. K
Remark. The attentive reader realizes that because of Proposition 1.23
one can combine the pointwise convergence and L1loc -convergence for V
+,
V&, W and b in different ways still having the convergence of semigroups.
Concluding remarks. We conclude by several remarks. First, due to
Proposition 1.20 we have
|e&t(H D(b))V+ iWf |e&t(H 0
D)&V& | f |. (2.13)
In particular, if V& # Kd (Kato class) then e&t(H
D(b))V+iW enjoys a Gaussian
estimate (see [S3, B.7.1]). This in turn has several important consequences.
Namely, the semigroup interpolates to all Lp ( p # [1, )) and the unbounded
component of the resolvent set containing the right-half plain is
p-independent (see [A]). If q is real then the semigroup is holomorphic of
angle ?2 in L p for 1p< (see [Ou2]). However, for the case of
complex potentials the latter is no longer true. Namely, the C0-semigroup
generated by 2+ix on L p(R) is not holomorphic for any p # [1, ) [V4].
The bound (2.13) implies also that the semigroup e&t(HD(b))V+iW has the
same L p-properties as e&t(H0
D)&V&. Namely, if V&;H D0 +c(;) for some
; # (0, 1), c(;)0 then
&e&t(HD(b))V+ iW f &pec(;) t & f &p ( f # L p & L2) (2.14)
for p # [2(1+- 1&;), 2(1&- 1&;)] ([BSe]; see also [LSe]). From
(2.14) and [V3] it follows that the semigroup e&t(HD(b))V+iW can be
extended to a C0-semigroup on L p for the same p. It is not difficult to show
that the convergence theorems hold also in L p for p # (2(1+- 1&;),
2(1&- 1&;)).
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